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Abstract—Response of energy storage units and power plants
to a set-point change is not necessarily linear with a constant
ramp rate, especially for frequency containment services which
are actuated on a ≤ 30 s time scale. This is because real
systems have time lag in their dynamic behavior which will
cause the output to behave nonlinearly before settling down.
This paper shows how to implement this behavior into the
linear programming optimization framework using settling time
constants of a common energy storage system and power plants.
Simulation results show that if linear programming is used
to model the units participating in the frequency containment
services, neglecting the settling time constraints can lead to
decisions which may not be grid-compliant in practice.
Index Terms—power system dynamics, power system optimization, energy storage, ramp rates, rate limits, frequency
containment, settling time

I. N OMENCLATURE
A. Variables
∆pFCR
u
xu

FCR market bid [MW]
binary variable: 1 if unit offers FCR, 0 if not

B. Parameters
PuEN
PuMAX ,PuMIN
SR
π

energy market power exchange [MW]
maximum/minimum power output [MW]
Slew rate (rate limits) [MW/s]
FCR price [EUR/MW]
II. I NTRODUCTION

Frequency containment reserve (FCR) is a crucial instrument for ensuring power system stability. To determine the
value of FCR offered by different units, mathematical optimization is widely used. Depending on the units considered,
the optimization problems incorporate various technical and
economic constraints, such as the maximum and minimum
power output, the maximum and minimum state of energy,
the power balance constraint, etc. The ramp rate constraints
of power generating units or energy storage units are often
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used in power system optimization problems to ensure the
power output in between the successive time steps does not
violate the actual capabilities of the unit. An almost exclusive
assumption in such optimization problems is that this ramp
rate is constant, meaning that if one would measure the rateof-change of the power output at generator terminals, it would
always change its power linearly according to specified upramp and down-ramp values. However, if one would check the
actual dynamic behavior of this plant using generic dynamic
models or step-response measurements, the change of active
power output in most cases is actually nonlinear due to the
way dynamical systems operate and how they are controlled.
This may not be relevant for problems on sufficiently long
time scales, e.g. economic dispatch where the time steps
are in minutes or hours, but it may be very relevant for
optimization problems focusing on ancillary services on a
faster time scale, such as frequency containment control or,
more recently, fast frequency control, where the grid codes
require certain capabilities in the period shorter than 30 s [1].
The aim of operational models is to ensure that the system
inertia and reserves are sufficient to keep the system stable
after large contingencies. These models incorporate frequency
response dynamics in various degrees, mostly considering
nadir [2], [3], steady-state frequency deviation [2], [4] and
RoCoF [3]. Some models hint at the nonlinearity of the unit
response, but they still assume constant ramp rates of power
generating units [5]–[7]. They also do not consider dynamics
of different units.
Some planning models incorporate steady-state frequency
deviation as a constraint as well, for instance in [8] the aim
is to ensure long-term frequency reserve adequacy, while in
[9] the aim is to ensure profitability to an energy storage
investor. Furthermore, self-scheduling models for aggregators
and energy storage units participating in FCR markets mostly
concentrate on providing enough energy capacity for successful delivery of the scheduled frequency reserve and disregarded
other technical constraints [10]–[13].
There is an increasing amount of papers that combine
economic optimization with power system dynamics and none
of them deal with the issue of unit dynamics in detail. It is an

interesting issue to discuss since power system optimization
models and power system dynamic models use different assumptions. In this context, it is very easy to arrive to erroneous
decisions using the optimization models because those decisions may not yield the expected results in real-time operation.
This paper aims to bridge this gap and provide an insight to the
crossroads of power system optimization and dynamics. The
motivation behind this paper came from trying to optimally
choose the combination of units from an aggregator’s portfolio
to provide frequency containment reserves, while satisfying
specific grid code requirements which are on the 30-second
time scale.
The contribution of this paper is twofold:
• it provides an insight into the differences between the
ramp rate used in optimization and rate limits and settling
times used in dynamics, and where and when issues may
arise;
• it reconciles the differences through derivation of effective settling time constants for the most common types of
generation and energy storage units based on their loworder dynamic models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
III the ramp rates as used in both the optimization and the
dynamics are elaborated. In Section IV, the effective ramp
rates of the most common types of units are derived. Section
V demonstrates how to integrate the rate limits and settling
times in a linear optimization framework. Section VI provides
simulation examples, while Section VII concludes the paper.
III. D ISCUSSION ON THE RAMP RATE IMPLEMENTATION IN
OPTIMIZATION AND DYNAMICS

A. General behavior of a dynamic model compared to an
optimization model
In optimization problems, the ramp rate constraint is almost
exclusively considered as a constant number P/T . It is to
ensure that the change of active power of some unit between
two successive optimization time steps does not violate the
unit capabilities. Since in optimization problems the time
step is constant, this constraint effectively means that in one
step the change in power cannot exceed the ramp limit.
Additionally, the transition from one state to another (what
happens in between the time steps) is usually not of concern
in optimization problems and it is commonly assumed that the
unit can make the transition. The new states are calculated at
the end of each time step. Therefore, it is easy to assume that
the ramp is linear, i.e. if it takes time T for a unit to reach
power P (the solid blue line in Fig. 1a), it will take time T /2
to reach power P/2 (the solid orange line in Fig. 1a). In both
cases, the rate-of-change is the same (solid blue and orange
lines have the same slope in Fig. 1b). However, the actual
behavior of any unit is nonlinear, and in the simplest case can
be described by a first-order transfer function (1) with the time
constant τ , where U (s) is the control input (power set-point).
1
∆P (s)
=
∆U (s)
τs + 1
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Fig. 1: Visualization of the active power change dynamics: a)
active power; b) rate-of-change of active power

Let us consider a unit described by this transfer function.
The dashed blue line in Fig. 1a shows that this unit will settle
down (reach and stay within e.g. 0.5% of the steady-state value
P ) in time T . The same unit, when subjected to the power
set-point P/2 will still reach steady-state in time T , and not
T /2. Also, the rate-of-change is not constant. It is the highest
immediately after a set-point change and decays exponentially.
Its maximum depends on the value of the set-point change
(Fig. 1b). The time it takes to settle down, however, is in an
ideal case independent on the value of the set-point change
and depends only on the slowest time constant of the system.
Therefore, the rate-of-change of power (dp/dt) is dependent
on the time constant of the plant and on the power change.
This is more persuasively illustrated using actual measurements from University of Zagreb’s Smart Grid Laboratory [14]. The response of a laboratory-scale hydro turbinegenerator was recorded for two step changes in the power
reference: from 1 to 6 kW and from 1 to 11 kW (∆P1 = 5 kW
and ∆P2 = 10 kW). The recorded measurements are shown
in Fig. 2. The settling time for ∆P1 is approximately 30 s
(marked with the orange diamond), while the settling time for
∆P2 is approximately 35 s (marked with the blue diamond),
and not 60 s as one would expect. Clearly, the ramp rate is
not linear.
The explained issue is irrelevant when the time constants of
the units are significantly smaller than the optimization time
step. However, if optimization techniques are used to select
units to participate in, e.g., frequency containment control, the
research question is how to implement the variable rate-ofchange constraints in the optimization model such that they
can be verified using a dynamic simulation or an experimental
test. The other way around works as well: how to synthesize
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Fig. 2: Step change of active power for a laboratory-scale
hydro turbine-generator
the dynamic model given a fixed ramp rate. In both cases,
the answer lies in finding the effective time constants of the
dynamic models of the analyzed units.
B. Impact of the rate limiters on the linearity of the response
The concept of rate limiters is often used in dynamic modeling. The concept comes from the real-world plant behavior
and it is associated with the maximum velocity of the actuating mechanism, i.e., the gate opening in hydraulic turbinegovernors, the valve opening in steam turbine-governors or
the programmed behavior of power electronic converters. The
rate limit does not mean that the plant linearly changes its
output according to this rate at all times, it only means that
the maximum possible rate-of-change cannot be greater than
this rate, but it can certainly be slower. Coming back to Fig.
1, consider that this plant has a rate limit of 3P/T (the dashed
black line in Fig. 1b). For a step change of ∆P = 1P , the
maximum rate-of-change of power would be greater than the
rate limit (≈ 5P/T compared to 3P/T ), thus the plant would
behave according to the dotted purple line. The rate-of-change
is limited to 3P/T for a certain period of time and in this
period the change of power is linear. Once the rate-of-change
falls below the rate limit, the plant behavior continues as usual
(nonlinearly).
The overall behavior of such dynamic system will mostly
be governed by the slowest time constants of the system.
Therefore, to achieve a linear change of output power, the rate
limit would need be set much slower than the maximum dp/dt,
which is inversely proportional to the slowest time constant of
the plant. In most cases, the rate limits are much greater than
this, especially for units providing primary frequency control.
IV. D ERIVATION OF SETTLING TIMES FOR MOST COMMON
TYPES OF UNITS

A. Converter-based energy storage systems (batteries, flywheels, supercapacitors)
These devices are interfaced to the grid via voltage source
converters. Thus, the response is very fast and determined by
the time constant of the inverter control system. Behavior of
these devices can be modeled as a first-order transfer function

[15], [16]. The model is provided in Fig. 3, where p* is the
power set-point of the storage unit, and Tc is the converter
time constant.
Dynamic response of an energy storage system (ESS) can
be approximated by (2):
∆pESS (s)
1
≈
∆u(s)
Tc s + 1

(2)

Consequently, the settling time of the new set-point is equal
to (3), where ϵ is the desired accuracy of the steady-state (e.g.
ϵ = 0.005 when the measured output reaches and stays within
±0.5% of the final value).
TESS = −Tc ln (ϵ)

(3)

The time constants Tc of these devices are generally in the
order of several hundred miliseconds or less. Additionally, if a
linear response is desired, slower rate limits can be used while
still providing fast service. If at t = 0, a step change of the
input ∆u(s) = ∆U
s occurs, then the maximum rate-of-change
˙ max = ∆U . For
of output happens at t = 0+ and equals ∆p|
Tc
example, if ∆U = 1 p.u. and Tc = 50 ms, then the maximum
˙ max = 20 p.u./s at t = 0+ and it decays
state derivative is ∆p|
exponentially. If a steady state is defined with the tolerance of
0.5% (reaching 99.5% of the final value), then ϵ = 0.005 and
the output settles after TESS = −50·10−3 ln (0.005) ≈ 265 ms.
On the other hand, if the response was slowed down artificially,
˙ max = 0.2 p.u./s and the output settles
e.g. Tc = 5 s, then ∆p|
after TESS = −5 ln (0.005) ≈ 26.5 s.
If a rate limit of ±0.25 p.u./s is set in both of the aforementioned examples, the response of this plant is shown in
Fig. 4. For a plant with Tc = 50 ms and no rate limit, the
steady state would be reached in around 265 ms (the solid
blue line) because the state derivative is large due to the small
time constant. The rate limit of 0.25 p.u./s is significantly
smaller than the maximum state derivative. Therefore, the
state derivative will be constrained to the limit and the output
changes linearly until the steady state is reached after 4
seconds (the dashed orange line). For a plant with Tc = 5 s,
the rate limit has no effect on the output since the maximum
state derivative is 1/5 = 0.2 p.u./s at t = 0+ and decays
exponentially, therefore the rate limit would never be binding
(0.2 < 0.25).
B. Thermal units
A simplified steam reheat turbine model with a hydraulic
governor [17] is shown in Fig. 5. The model also considers
the valve opening rate limits and saturation. p∗ is the power
set-point of the unit.

a digital PID hydraulic governor, these time constants are
defined by (6)–(8):
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Fig. 4: Impact of time constant and rate limiter on the ESS
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Fig. 5: Steam turbine-governor simplified dynamic model

The dynamics of the governor are much faster than the
dynamics of the turbine, which has the largest time constant
due to the slowness of the thermodynamic phenomena. Thus,
if the governor dynamics are neglected, the dynamic response
of a steam reheat turbine-governor (STG) can be approximated
by (4):
∆pSTG (s)
FH TR s + 1
≈
(4)
∆u(s)
TR s + 1
where TR is the reheat time constant and FH is the portion of
the turbine power developed in the high-pressure stage. The
settling time is equal to (5).
−ϵ
TSTG = −TR ln
(5)
FH − 1
Typical range of TR is 4–11 s, while the rate limits are in the
range 0.05–0.3 p.u./s [17]. Therefore, for a unit step change,
the activation of rate limits will happen only for the reheat
time constants and rate limits on the lower end. However, the
rate limits are usually in the higher range (0.2–0.3 p.u./s or
even more for better performance and safety) [18] and time
constants are also in the upper range for reheat turbines, thus
the rate limits are rarely violated during normal operation.
C. Pumped-hydro storage
A hydraulic turbine model with a digital PID governor is
shown in Fig. 6 [17], [19], [20]. The model also considers
the gate opening rate limits and saturation. p∗ is the power
set-point and Tw is the water starting time determined by
the hydraulic turbine design as well as operating point. Time
constants of the equivalent governor transfer function TA , TB
and TC depend on the chosen control system parameters. For
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Fig. 6: Hydro turbine-governor simplified dynamic model

(6)
(7)
(8)

where Kp , Ki and Kd are proportional, integral and derivative
gains of the PID controller, Tr is the washout filter time constant (equivalent to the dashpot/reset time constant of classic
mechanical-hydraulic governors), R is the droop of the unit,
and Tg is the governor time constant (the main servo). The
time constants of the turbine-governor are greater than the time
constant Tw of the turbine for a standard range of parameters
(e.g. up to 50 s or even more) [17], thus the response of the
hydro turbine-governor (HTG) is determined mostly by the
governor. If we neglect the turbine dynamics, the behavior of
a single hydro turbine-governor can be approximated with a
first order transfer function (9), assuming TB ≫ TC .
1
∆pHTG (s)
≈
TB
∆u(s)
s+1
TA

(9)

For a step change of the input, the settling time of the new
′
set-point is equal to THPP
= − TTB
ln (ϵ) ≈ 5.3 TTB
. Taking
A
A
into account the induced errors due to the simplification of
the model, a safety margin of 6 time constants instead of 5.3
can be used to guarantee that the hydro unit will settle down
within ±0.5% accuracy in THTG (10). A higher safety margin
can be used if necessary.
THTG = 6

TB
TA

(10)

Since THPP depends on the droop per (6) and (7), and droop
can also be a decision variable in the linear programming
framework, (10) can be rewritten as a function of R using
(6) and (7):
THTG = 6R−1 · Tα + 6Tβ
Tg + Tr
Tα =
Kp + Tr Ki
Tr (Kd + Kp )
Tβ =
Kp + Tr Ki

(11a)
(11b)
(11c)

Typically, the equivalent time constant of faster hydraulic
turbines that participate in primary frequency control is around
5–10 seconds, meaning the output settles within 30–60 seconds, while the rate limits are in the order of 0.1–0.3 p.u./s
[18], [19]. Thus, the actuation will only be partially clipped for
a unit step change in the input, while for the typical changes
in the input signal during normal operation, the rate limits are
generally not activated.

V. I NTEGRATION INTO OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
Consider a simple model of an aggregator scheduling units
to participate in the FCR market. The aggregator controls a set
of pumped-hydro power plants (PHS), thermal power plants
(TPP) and battery storage systems (BSS). In this setting, the
power outputs related to the generators’ energy delivery are
known, being set in a long-term market and the operating
costs of power-plants are disregarded. Furthermore, the energy
storage capacities of the PHS and the BSS are considered
to be infinite. In Europe, the FCR market is cleared on
the day before the delivery for the whole day on hourly
basis. However, for simplicity, in this setting only one hour
is considered. The resulting model is a mixed-integer linear
program (MILP) that can be solved using commercial solvers.
max

X

∆pFCR
·π
u

(12)

U

∆pFCR
≤ (PuEN − P MIN ) · xu , ∀u ∈ U
u
∆pFCR
u

≤ (P

MAX

∆pFCR
u

− PuEN )
∆pFCR
u

(13)

· xu , ∀u ∈ U

(14)

≥ 0, ∀u ∈ U

(15)

≤ SR · Ta · xu , ∀u ∈ U

(16)

xu ≤ Ωu , ∀u ∈ {TPP, BSS}
A · ∆pFCR
+ B ≤ Ta , ∀u = PHS
u

(17)
(18)

The objective of the model, defined in (12), is to maximize
the revenue from FCR market participation. Constraints (13)
and (14) limit the FCR bids of all units considering the
previous schedule PuEN and the power output limits P MIN
and P MAX . Constraint (15) limits the FCR bids to positive
values.
The remaining constraints (16) – (18) incorporate the ramp
limits into the model. Ramp constraints can be modeled
according to the settling time (17) – (18) (rate limits are not
activated) or according to the constant ramp rate (16) (rate
limits activated). A distinction is made between the constraints
for TPP and BSS (17) and PHS (18). Thermal power plants
and inverter-based units such as batteries have constant settling
time and are therefore constrained by Equation (17) for which
parameter Ωu is defined in (19). On the other hand, the settling
time of hydro-power plants depends linearly on their power
output, so Equation (18) is used in the case of PHS.
Parameters Ωu , A and B, derived in IV, are defined as
follows:
(
1 if Tu ≤ Ta
Ωu =
(19)
0 otherwise
fn
(20)
A = 6 · Tα ·
∆f MAX · P MAX
B = 6 · Tβ
(21)
To clarify, consider a unit with the maximum expected
power change ∆PMAX in p.u., plant time constant T in s,
settling time Tu in s, and rate limit SR in p.u./s. ∆P MAX can
be conservatively estimated a priori as P MAX −P MIN . Without

TABLE I: Parameters for simulation examples
SR
R
P MAX
P MIN
Tα
Tβ
TR
FH
Tc

PHS
0.15 p.u./s
1%–6%
12 MW
-10 MW
0.19 s
0.56 s
-

TPP
0.06 p.u./s
2%–8%
15 MW
7.5 MW
10 s
0.3
-

BSS
0.04 p.u./s
0.3%–10%
5 MW
-5 MW
0.057 s

the loss of generality, a symmetrical rising and falling rates are
assumed here, but everything would be valid if the opposite
were true. If ∆P MAX /T ≪ SR (e.g. an order of magnitude),
the settling time constraints (17)–(18) are binding. Otherwise,
rate limit constraint (16) is binding. Therefore, not all three
constraints need to be present in the model. If an optimization
framework is used to determine whether a unit is eligible
to participate in the provision of a frequency containment
ancillary service with activation time Ta , it is sufficient to
determine whether Tu ≤ Ta in the case settling times (17)–
(18) are used. Otherwise, the maximum power change in
one optimization time step is constrained by (16). Make note
that the values of parameters in these constraints need to
be converted to an appropriate time base in the optimization
framework.
Knowledge of the dynamic models is not necessary for
the proposed framework to work in practice. The relevant
characteristics of units for ancillary service provision can be
obtained on-site with simple step response tests and estimating
the settling time constants and ramp rates from measurements.
Additionally, dynamic models of various types of generation
are significantly more complex with multiple time constants
and rate limitations depending on the operating conditions
[21], [22], which would require a much more in-depth study
beyond the scope of this paper.
VI. S IMULATION EXAMPLES
Consider a virtual power plant (VPP) consisting of a
pumped-hydro storage (PHS), a thermal power plant (TPP)
and a battery storage system (BSS) with parameters according
to Table I. The activation time of FCR is Ta = 30 s.
The VPP owner wants to maximize the profit in the FCR
market. Continuous time-domain simulations are conducted
in MATLAB/Simulink environment, while the optimization
model is developed in GAMS.
Consider that the optimization framework decided that the
optimal profit is obtained for a bid of 6 MW. If there were
no settling time constraints (16)–(18), then the following
distribution of FCR would be a valid result: ∆pFCR
PHS = 3 MW,
FCR
∆pFCR
TPP = 1 MW, ∆pBSS = 2 MW. However, come activation
time it can be seen in Fig. 7a that the VPP does not fully
activate within Ta = 30 s. Fig. 7b shows that the battery will
fully activate its share almost linearly (rate limits are binding
here because ∆P MAX /Tc ≫ SR). However, time constants
of the PHS and the TPP are such that their Tu > Ta . Note

6

by using the settling time and activation time constraints. Simulation results show that neglecting the additional constraints
in the optimization model can lead to decisions that are not
grid code compliant during real-time operation.
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Fig. 7: Virtual power plant response with and without settling
time constraints: a) Total activation; b) Unit activation
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to achieve the desired ramp, but they are not the constraining
/SR. And since the settling
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u
times are not considered in this model, Ωu = 1 and in reality
the VPP will fail to comply with the grid requirements for
FCR as shown in Fig. 7.
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FCR
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PHS = 1 MW, ∆pTPP = 0 MW, ∆pBSS = 5 MW and
the VPP will comply with the activation time requirement, as
illustrated in 7.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Behavior of energy storage units and power plants is generally nonlinear due to the time lags of dynamic systems and
the assumption of constant ramp-rate behavior used in optimization models is not always valid, especially for provision
of frequency containment services that are on a relatively
short time scale (e.g. < 30 s). This paper has shown how
this nonlinear behavior can be described using settling time
constants of the dynamic system. Settling times of pumpedhydro storage, battery energy storage and thermal power plant
have been derived. The methodology for incorporating it into
the linear programming formulation has been proposed using
the frequency containment reserve service as a study-case. The
standard linear programming formulation has been extended
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